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FIAP
S TAT E M E N T
OF COMMITMENT

On behalf of the Flight Centre
Travel Group I’m delighted to
pledge our commitment to building
our inaugural Financial Inclusion
Action Plan.

A message from Graham ‘Skroo’ Turner

As one of the 30 Trailblazer organisations
to join the Financial Inclusion Action Plan
(FIAP) Program, I’m proud that we are the
first organisation in the retail travel space
to formally recognise the importance
of improving the financial resilience of
our people.
Our commitment to recognising the
importance of people’s financial security
goes back to 1994 when we took the
groundbreaking step of creating the
Moneywise Global (MWG) business.
Established entirely for the benefit
of improving the financial resilience/
independence of our people, the business
has since helped thousands of our people by
reducing financial stress in their lives and the
impact that it can have on our business.
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Moneywise Global has grown into an
international financial service business that
now operates in five countries, offering
company-funded financial advice, money
coaching and education, mortgage loan
brokerage and tax services to our people.
Our innovative approach is based on
empowerment and real behaviour change,
where our unique financial awareness
measurement techniques are the cornerstone
of determining the success of our programs
and services.
As one of the world’s largest travel agency
groups our business employs more than
20,000 people across a total of 2800
businesses. These people are the very DNA
of our business.

Demonstrating that we take responsibility
for their broader financial capability is aligned
with our core philosophies and helps us to
attract the best people in the industry.
We look forward to working with Good
Shepherd Microfinance and the FIAP
Partnership Group in continuing to support
our people and those in the broader retail
travel industry to strengthen their financial
resilience and independence and to achieve
their financial goals.

Graham ‘Skroo’ Turner
CEO, Flight Centre Travel Group

OUR
COMMITMENT

Flight Centre Travel
Group is committed
to the development of
a Financial Inclusion
Action Plan in November
2017 in collaboration
with Good Shepherd
Microfinance, the Centre
for Social Impact,
Ernst & Young and the
Australian Government.
Our focus is on the continued development
of holistic solutions to identify individual
needs, enabling us to provide customised
solutions that change behaviour and
build financial resilience. Our high level
commitments are outlined here.
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FIAP Action Area

Our Commitments

Products and Services

• Established as a unique service to genuinely benefit Flight Centre Travel Group staff, we’ve always been
passionate about helping every one of our colleagues ‘live their best life’ and will continue in this endeavour.
We’re immensely proud of the incredible success stories we’ve been a part of.
• We are committed to the continual provision of holistic and altruistic advice to thousands of ‘Flighties’ in helping
them achieve their personal financial goals.

Capabilities, Attitudes
and Behaviours

• Invest in innovative solutions that build capability, such as our newest team of Money Coaches.
• Our goal is to measure and track an individual’s financial awareness and develop the capabilities they need in
order to achieve financial resilience. Every client a Money Coach sees participates in the creation of their own
personalised Money Plan. This helps each client gain an understanding of their finances and together they create
ways to reach the client’s financial goals.
• We will continue to lead the way with an approach that combines sound psychological and coaching principles
with practical financial management to help people transform their relationship with money.
• Measurement and insight reporting of our own population to determine areas of need as well as levels
of awareness.
• Gamified solutions that engage clients to communicate their needs and preferences; so that we can respond with
customised, behavioural solutions.

Awareness and
Understanding of Culture
and Diversity

• We are dedicated to finding new ways to proactively identify clients in need and victims of financial dependency.
• We want to help develop better pathways to exit financial abuse situations safely and permanently.
• We will continue to develop customised solutions to help educate and capability build these clients.
• We will continue to train our staff in ways to develop their skills in compassion so that they have the resilience
they need to help their clients.

Economic Participation
and Status

• Promote the democratisation of financial advice for young people so they can proactively take measures to help
themselves for a better tomorrow.
• Develop our referral service to appropriate financial products and services based on client needs.
• Working within the collective discourse and reciprocity of the practice community will provide us an active
environment in which to practise our skills and receive and provide constant, constructive feedback from experts
and fellow learners.

U N D E R S TA N D I N G
OUR BUSINESS

Moneywise Global has
been an integral part of
the Flight Centre Travel
Group success story for
the past 22 years.
Established in 1994 as a unique service
to genuinely benefit Flight Centre staff,
Moneywise provides personalised financial
advice to our people to help them achieve
their personal financial goals and to ‘live
their best life’.

The advice we provide aims to provide
every employee with the means to greater
financial awareness, education and capability
to become successful in both their personal
and professional lives. Every year we help
thousands of staff achieve greater financial
independence and we’ve become the objective
financial resource that our people have come
to trust.
The services provided by Moneywise are all
based on the strong underlying premise that
it’s people that really matter. The relationship
that we create with every client is about
far more than just a transaction – it’s about
forming a personal connection.
As a rule, we have always believed in offering
people-based solutions rather than productbased solutions in helping our clients on their
personal financial journey. Our most recent
initiatives focusing on financial awareness
measurement, money coaching, gamification
education and our financial literacy website
have all strengthened this personal connection
with our clients.
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Since its creation Moneywise has continually
refined the way we help transform our
people’s relationship with money. Across
financial advice, money coaching and
education, mortgage loan brokering and
tax services, each of our services works
together seamlessly to build greater financial
independence and resilience in our people.
Today, Moneywise Global operates as an
international finance service business in five
countries and is better positioned than ever to
provide financial advice and support to more
than 20,000 employees of the Flight Centre
Travel Group.

U N D E R S TA N D I N G
O U R AU D I E N C E

Moneywise recognises
that every person’s
financial journey is
unique. There is no one
size fits all solution.
The first and most
important step is to
establish each person’s
personal level of financial
awareness and then
deliver a personalised
strengths-based solution
based on their level of
understanding.
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The majority of our audience are females,
20-40 years old working within the retail
travel industry. They work within fast-paced
environments characterised by a work hard,
play hard attitude. They are rarely focused on
their finances and unfortunately don’t realise
that the decisions (or lack thereof) that they
are making today will have a major impact on
their future financial security.
Our audience tends to spend more than they
earn and financial education and investing for
the future are low on the agenda. Generally
speaking our audience fails to demonstrate an
adequate grasp of financial principles in order
to understand the broader financial landscape,
manage financial risks effectively and avoid
financial pitfalls.

Our focus and programs aim to help these
young people build financial resilience and
take control of their financial lives. Our unique
process is built around a combination of
sound psychological and coaching principles,
underpinned by a step-by-step education in
practical financial management. At every stage
of this bespoke process we are educating and
building financial awareness and establishing
the road towards financial independence.
Our innovative approach is based on
empowerment and real behaviour change,
where our unique financial awareness
measurement techniques become the
benchmarks for determining the success
of our programs and services.
As each of our people moves along their
financial journey with us, we endeavour to
empower them and recognise each step they
take and every milestone they achieve…no
matter how small. This acknowledgment of
achievement encourages further involvement
and reinforces ownership and control of
the process.

OUR FINANCIAL
INCLUSION JOURNEY

Since its creation in 1994, Moneywise Global
has been driven by necessity to transform the
way we deliver advice to our clients.
The business has undergone decades of
transition and growth as we’ve consistently
established new financial service offerings
and launched exciting initiatives in support
of our people.

Our staff have always been committed to
seeking personalised solutions and human
connection with the people we seek to help.
The recent development of our Financial
Inclusion Action Plan will now help us further
broaden the scope of our work and provides
validation that the services we provide and the
strategic thinking behind our actions have the
greatest likelihood of succeeding.

Our Financial Inclusion Action Plan and its
objectives are seamlessly aligned with the
altruistic values that our people have always
adhered to. Our purpose has always been to
empower our people with the knowledge and
capability they need to take control of their
financial security.

From our original single office based in
Brisbane back in 1994, Moneywise Global
now operates as an international finance
service business across five countries and
our people and support structures are better
positioned than ever to provide financial
advice and support to over 20,000 employees
of the Flight Centre Travel Group.

Nov 1994

Jul 1999

Apr 2001

July 2007

May 2010

July 2012

June 2017

Flight Centre (FCTG)
Esablished
Moneywise
Australia

Moneywise
Home Loans
Established

Moneywise
UK
Established

Changed Dealer
Group
Consultum Financial
Advisers

Major
External Client
Optus

Moneywise
Tax Services
Established

Moneywise
Australia
Invited to the
FIAP Community

Apr 1997

Feb 2000

July 2001

Aug 2008

Apr 2012

2015

Nov 2017

Moneywise
New Zealand
Established

Moneywise
Canada
Established

Changed
Dealer Group
ABN AMRO
Morgans

In-house
Paraplanning
Team
Established

Moneywise
USA
Established

Money Coach
Launched

Wise Up
Awareness
Measure
Launch
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ABOUT OUR FINANCIAL
I N C L U S I O N AC T I O N P L A N

Flight Centre Travel
Group (FCTG) is
proud to be one of
the first 30 trailblazer
organisations to join the
Financial Inclusion Action
Plan (FIAP) Program.
We see this important
initiative as formal
acknowledgment of our
commitment towards
improving the financial
resilience of our people.
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FCTG first recognised the importance
of committing to the financial security of
its people 22 years ago when it took the
then ground-breaking step of establishing
Moneywise Global. Established entirely
for the purpose of improving the financial
independence of our people, the business has
since helped thousands of staff by reducing
financial stress in their lives and the impact
that can have on our broader business.
Our FIAP reflects our passion for helping
our people on their financial journey and is
underpinned by our altruistic desire to put
‘people first’ across everything that we strive
to achieve. That’s why we’ll continue to lead
the way with an approach that combines
sound psychological and coaching principles
along with practical financial management
to help people transform their relationship
with money.

With national research showing that financial
resilience is actually on the decline, we see
our FIAP playing a critical role in addressing
our peoples’ relationship with money and
empowering them to live the life they want to
live… and deserve to achieve.
Our FIAP addresses our deep understanding
of the effects that financial pressure can
have on the lives of our colleagues. We are
dedicated to finding new ways to identify
people in need and victims of financial
dependency and we’ll continue to develop
customised solutions to educate and help
these people.
At the core of our FIAP is our goal to
measure and track an individual’s financial
awareness and to develop the capabilities
they need to achieve financial resilience. Every
client is supported by a Money Coach who
oversees the creation of their personalised
money plan. This helps every client gain an
understanding of their finances and together
with their Money Coach they set about
creating pathways to reaching their personal
financial goals.

As part of our own journey, Moneywise Global
has expanded into an international finance
service business that now operates in five
countries. Though our commitment to the
FIAP Program we’ll continue to broaden our
service offerings throughout our network
so that every staff member has access to
the financial tools, education, resources
and support they need to strengthen their
financial capability.

AREA 1
P RO D U C T S A N D
SERVICES
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AREA 1
Products and Services
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Keep Doing
Action

Output

Outcome

Offer Financial Planning,
Home Loan Brokerage,
Tax Planning

2000 financial planning
consultations

• Clients in control of their financial futures

$1.34M saved for
Home Loans

• Low levels of financial stress where possible

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

Ongoing

Fundamentals Business
Leader, Money Coach
Team Leader

Ongoing

Money Coaches

Ongoing

Wealth Business Leader

• Increased awareness of the need to be in control

• Increased financial capability and resilience

5000 tax returns
Continue 1-to-1 coaching
sessions with clients to
establish individual needs
and goals

5000 money coaching
sessions

• Clients understand the relationship they have with their finances
• Increased awareness of the need to be in control
• Clients have a clear picture of their current situation and
immediate priorities
• Client has a coach they can turn to for advice and support

Produce goal-oriented action
plans and recommendations
assisting clients to improve
current and future financial
position

5000 money plans

• Clients are engaged in the steps they need to take to reach
their goals.
• Actions are manageable, realistic, achievable and based on the
clients individual situation and what they need to do
• Enhanced confidence and capability

Provide specialised
niche consultations. E.g.
Crisis Care, Parental Leave,
Back to Work

240 specialised niche
consultations

• Targeted advice based on an extraordinary need
• Additional and appropriate support and resources to ease the
burden at challenging times
• Access to resources and capabilities otherwise unaware of
• Increased awareness of the need to be in control
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AREA 1
Products and Services
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Keep Doing (continued)
Action

Output

Outcome

Access to free Financial
Literacy and Capability
website

Enhanced literacy and
capability website
with personalised data
capabilities

• Access to free educational and capability building literature
and tools

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Fundamentals Business
Leader, Money Coach
Team Leader

Ongoing

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

Ongoing

Wealth Business Leader,
Home Loans Discipline
Leader

Ongoing

Wealth Team Leaders

• Personalised dashboard incorporating key financial information,
plans and customised content
• Enhanced financial literacy and capability

Customised superannuation
and insurance products with
low fees, quick claim process,
no medical exceptions within
120 days

9500 clients on the
Corporate Super Plan

• Our clients are protected financially should an unexpected
event occur

1900 clients on
customised insurance

• Quick and stress-free access to legitimate funds when required
• Optimal super investment
• Lower fees deducted from super balance

Continue to extend the
Home Loan interest
reduction program

$1.34M saved

Liase with the Flight Centre
Foundation to assist clients
and family members with
financial stress and claims at
times of trauma

Specialised
consultations as
required

• Home loans paid more quickly
• Increased ability to optimise available financial resources
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• Clients and family members are financially supported

AREA 1
Products and Services
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Do More Of
Action

Output

Outcome

Implement Money Coaches
within all areas of the
FCTG network nationally
(currently only retail)

20 Money Coaches
5000 Money Coach
consultations

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

• Increased number of clients understanding and accessing the
Financial Services offered by FCTG

Feb – Dec 2018

CX Implementation
Specialist

• Optimise compliant refunds

Ongoing

Head of tax

Ongoing

Wealth Business Leader,
Wealth Team Leaders

Ongoing

Fundamentals Business
Leader, Money Coach
Team Leader

1200 Money Coach
inductions
Work with the ATO to
provide maximum compliant
benefits for the Travel
Industry

Complete list of
claimable items for the
travel industry

Employ a Claims Specialist
to liaise with suppliers on
behalf of clients and family
members

70% successful claims

• Increased likelihood of a favourable claim

80% completed claims

• Support and assistance provided efficiently when required

Foster partnerships with
relevant community
services, such as National
Debt Hotline, Financial
Counselling Australia, GSM,
Kildonan

240 specialised
interactions

• Increased access for clients to receive a range of specific services
from early intervention through to crisis to help solve immediate
problems and build resilience in the future

• Help our clients ensure they are tax compliant
• Reduction of risk
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AREA 1
Products and Services
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Do More Of (continued)
Action

Output

Outcome

Continue to develop our
Customer Management
System (CMS)

Tailored content on
the MWG website and
direct to the client

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

• Relevant information and strategies increasing the adoption
of good habits to increase financial resilience and gain greater
control

Ongoing

Fundamentals
Business Leader

• More clients in control of their financial futures

Ongoing

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

Provide staff with an
assessment of how well
clients understand the
need to manage finances
Continue to employ, train
and develop qualified
financial services
practitioners who are people
oriented and passionate
about financial inclusion

Expert workforce skilled
at improving clients’
financial situation and
building resilience
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• Increased awareness of the need to be in control
• Lower levels of financial stress where possible
• Increased financial capability and resilience

AREA 1
Products and Services
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future
Action

Output

Outcome

Partner with GSM (good
Money) to offer dedicated
financial counselling service
for customers in high stress

A dedicated FCTG
Financial Counsellor

Employ a Superannuation
Rollover and Consolidation
Specialist

900 superannuation
consultations providing
client-centric solutions
Greater efficiencies
via a steamlined and
specialised service

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

• Increased participation in financial counselling producing better
outcomes for clients in crisis

Mar 2018

Money Coach
Team Leader

• A deeper, more relevant superannuation solution to build
long-term resilience

Mar 2018

Wealth Team Leaders

• More staff have optimised superannuation solutions – superior
return and protection, lower fees

Develop and gamify a needs
qualification survey to match
client needs with the optimal
resource

Implement a gamified
Needs Qualification
Survey

• Individual level assessment of superannuation and insurance
and recommendations on how to get ‘super sorted’

Jun 2018

Fundamentals Leader,
Strategic Projects

Explore viability of the
MWG value proposition with
external organisations

Identification of
opportunities to
increase the reach
of Financial Services,
advice and support as a
staff benefit in external
organisations

• Increased number of Corporates offering Financial Services,
Education and Support as a staff benefit

Jun 2018

Business Leaders
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• More corporate staff are equipped with the capability to build
and control their own financial awareness and resilience

AREA 1
Products and Services
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future (continued)
Action

Output

Outcome

Explore relationships
with partners and FIAP
Trailblazers to provide
responsible lending and
insurance products

Review traditional
products with a view
to supplementing or
changing these products

Develop Expo days for
suppliers and partners to
provide expert advice to
clients – superannuation,
health insurance, life/TPD &
trauma insurance, lending

Financial Inclusion
EXPO Day

Trial and develop Robo
assistance and advice
for increasing financial
awareness and developing
Financial Fundamentals

Robo Advice Platform

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

• A greater number of clients have access to affordable products
and services thereby allowing them to better manage their
finances and avoid irresponsible practises

Jun 2018

Fundamentals
Business Leader

• Increased awareness of the breadth and depth of services
available to protect and enhance financial resilience

Jun 2018

CX Implementation
Specialist

Dec 2018

Business Leaders

• Increased accessibility
• Clients gain greater exposure to suppliers and partners in a
risk-free environment
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• Low barrier to entry for basic financial advice and money
coaching to initiate a client’s journey to long term financial
resilience

AREA 2
C A PA B I L I T I E S , AT T I T U D E S
A N D B E H AV I O U R S
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AREA 2
Capabilities, Attitudes and Behaviours
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Keep Doing
Action

Output

Outcome

Actively encourage and
develop our model of
empowerment by increasing
awareness of the need to
take control of personal
finances

Ongoing communication
calendar and
activation plan

• Clients are aware of the services available to help them take
control of their finances

Gamified Learning
Experiences. E.g. MWG
Sharemarket Challenge

Digital gamified
learning challenges

• Client engagement in education and capability to increase
awareness of the need to take control of their finances

Build the capability of front
line staff via Masterclasses
on specialised topics, such
as Centrelink Benefits,
the value of insurances,
superannuation, estate
planning, banking structures,
tax reduction strategies etc

A fully equipped
workforce confident
with the knowledge
they have to provide
appropriate and
immediate solutions
tailored to client needs

Continue to facilitate 'Client
Share & Learn' and Role Play
Sessions

Weekly staff
development
collaboration

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Moneywise Global

Ongoing

Fundamentals
Business Leader

• Staff are better equipped to support clients facing financial crisis,
hardship and exclusion

Ongoing

Team Leaders

• The creation of a peer-to-peer learning environment to foster
staff development

Ongoing

Team Leaders

• Clients are more aware of the need to take control of
their finances

• Risk-free channels to experiment with different
investment techniques

• More clients receive the right support at the right time
• Improved capacity to address client needs with compassion
and confidence
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AREA 2
Capabilities, Attitudes and Behaviours
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Keep Doing (continued)
Action

Output

Outcome

Client file analysis and
debriefing on ways to
improve

Monthly assessment
framework highlighting
areas for development
and training
recommendations

• Increased quality, consistency and depth of support provided
to clients

Continue to illicit client
feedback and realign client
experiences accordingly

Conduct the CSAT
Survey

Use Financial Stress
Indicator (FSI) data to
measure and report on
overall workplace stress

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Compliance Business
Leader, Team Leaders

• Insight and information to guide us in creating improved services
and capabilities to optimise the client experience

Ongoing

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

FSI results
published monthly

• Knowing a client’s stress level allows us to provide support and
solutions to reduce individual stress levels

Ongoing

Financial Advisers,
Money Coaches

Offer Reach Out
Consultations for
clients with a high
stress indicator

• At an organisational level provide evidence-based information
aimed at improving financial and income producing conditions for
all clients
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Stakeholder

• Continuous staff development

AREA 2
Capabilities, Attitudes and Behaviours
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Do More Of
Action

Output

Outcome

Launch and deploy
'WISE UP' Financial
Awareness Survey

A survey designed
to measure levels
of awareness of the
need to take control
of finances

• Increased depth of knowledge

Develop additional gamiified
initiatives and associated
engagement campaigns.
E.g. Risk/Reward Profile

Digital gamified learning
challenges

Implement new Customer
Management Framework

Data that informs
client’s overall needs so
we can provide a more
relevant experience
and develop a deeper,
mutually beneficial
relationship
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Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Fundamentals
Business Leader

• Increased client engagement in awareness and
education initiatives

Ongoing

Fundamentals
Business Leader

• The Client Management Strategy, and subsequent enabling
strategies should enable us to deliver these experiences more
effectively and consistently

Ongoing

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

• Targeted education and capability campaigns to increase financial
awareness and resilience

AREA 2
Capabilities, Attitudes and Behaviours
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future
Action

Output

Outcome

Resilience Training for
Money Coaches

Training programs that
develop and/or enhance
resilience to improve
health, well-being and
quality of life

• Staff are better able to cope with the stress of dealing with
clients in hardship

A formal points-based
education program
within the broader
organisational learning
environment

Develop new ways of
identifying clients who are
high risk if they don't change
current behaviour
Work with Colmar Brunton
to understand Awareness
Measure results and
associated relationships
with resilience, stress and
wellness

Digital education modules to
increase financial awareness
and control via internal staff
training system
Explore ways to develop
certification

Time Frame

Responsibility

Mar 2018

Money Coach
Team Leader

• Increased capability and development of financial awareness,
control and resilience

Jun 2018

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

Implement a Diagnostic
Measurement Tool

• Early client awareness

Aug 2018

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

Publish a research
report

• Deeper understanding of the relationships between levels
of financial awareness and other variables

Dec 2018

Fundamentals Business
Leader
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Stakeholder

• Staff are better able to support clients who are
financially excluded

• Increased range of service offerings to intervene prior to the
client reaching crisis and exclusion

AREA 2
Capabilities, Attitudes and Behaviours
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future (continued)
Action

Output

Outcome

Harvest client data via
Money Coach consults to
develop customised 1-to-1
behaviour change solutions
and better inform the
development of product and
service offerings

Use automated
marketing capability to
deploy 1-to-1 messages
and strategies. For
example, super booster,
insurance review, debt
reduction

• More clients in control of their financial futures

Build Money Coaches’
capability in identifying and
directing vulnerable clients
to appropriate resources

Staff training to
increase knowledge of
appropriate referral
pathways and resources

Work with FIAP trailblazers
to establish cross-industry
opportunities to share
insights and knowledge

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Fundamentals
Business Leader

• Increase in financially excluded clients reaching
appropriate resources

Ongoing

Money Coach
Team Leader

Participation in FIAP
initiatives

• Clients receive greater support with access to a greater depth
and breadth of resources

Ongoing

Development of new
financial inclusion
initiatives

• Staff are up-skilled leading to a brighter future

Fundamentals Business
leader, Money Coach
Team Leader
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Stakeholder

• Increased awareness of the need to be in control
• Low levels of financial stress where possible
• Increased financial capability and resilience

AREA 3
AWA R E N E S S A N D
U N D E R S TA N D I N G O F
C U LT U R E A N D D I V E R S I T Y
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AREA 3
Awareness and Understanding of Culture and Diversity
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Keep Doing
Action

Output

Outcome

Continue to promote
financially inclusive decisions
and behaviours in our own
culture

Regular reviews and
‘check-ins’ with staff to
ensure they are on track
with their own financial
goals

Continue to foster a
culture that promotes and
values continuous self
development, collaboration
and constructive problem
solving by providing an
annual training budget,
regular team conferences,
share and learn sessions,
training by experts and
recognition for proactive
behaviours
Continue to promote our
cultural agenda (people
matter) as the most
important

Time Frame

Responsibility

• A financially healthy and resilient workforce within Moneywise

Ongoing

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

Staff Career
Development Plans
which promote
autonomy, mastery and
purpose

• An intrinsically motivated team of practitioners who have the
right skills to deliver great advice to their clients every time

Ongoing

Moneywise Global

A sustainable
purpose-driven business
achieving sound
commercial outcomes

• The ability to apply influence and pressure at an organisational
level that people matter, not just profit

Ongoing

Moneywise Global
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Stakeholder

• Continuous opportunities for staff leading to a brighter future

AREA 3
Awareness and Understanding of Culture and Diversity
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Do More Of
Action

Output

Outcome

Continue to build on our
Transition to Retirement
Program to educate and
prepare the 50+ age
group in our workforce for
retirement

Bespoke financial
plans with customised
products catering to
the individual needs
of the 50+ age group.
With a particular
focus on optimising
retirement income and
also protection of family
members

• Increased number of clients understand their choices with
regard to retirement options
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• Increased control of future financial situation
• Increased risk protection for family members in the instance
of an unexpected event

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

Ongoing

Financial Advisers

AREA 3
Awareness and Understanding of Culture and Diversity
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future
Action

Output

Outcome

Work with FCTG HR,
Employee Assistance
Programs and other partners
to provide a safe pathway
out of vulnerability

Improved financial
hardship processes for
vulnerable clients

• Clients receive greater assistance when making a claim
for hardship

Develop an awareness,
education and capability
program for women aged
40+ with low super balances

Education modules and
customised content
tailored to a vulnerable
segment of our
community

• Clients in control of their financial futures

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

May 2018

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

May 2018

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

Aug 2018

Business Leaders,
Team Leaders

• Clients are provided greater support when exiting hardship
living conditions

• Increased awareness of the need to be in control of the future
• Increased average super balance for women aged 40+
• Increased financial capability and resilience

180 specialised consults
for women aged 40+
Develop an awareness,
education and capability
program for families who are
under insured

Enhanced financial
literacy content and
communication focused
on insurance
1900 insurance reviews
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• Greater percentage of clients understand the importance of
protecting their families
• Increased percentage of clients with appropriate levels of
insurance

AREA 3
Awareness and Understanding of Culture and Diversity
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future (continued)
Action

Output

Outcome

Launch specialised team
consults and Lunch and
Learns focusing on Women
& Finance

Deliver six Women
& Finance Lunch and
Learns

Work with FCTG and
suppliers to create
community programs
for vulnerable groups –
Foodbank, Young Care

Education and
empowerment
programs delivered to
vulnerable community
groups
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Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

• Increased confidence, engagement and awareness levels for
women on how to gain control of their finances

Aug 2018

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

• Increased financial resilience and the awareness of the need to
control finances

Dec 2018

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

AREA 4
ECONOMIC
PA RT I C I PAT I O N
A N D S TAT U S
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AREA 4
Economic Participation and Status
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Keep Doing
Action

Output

Outcome

Work with HR, Tax and
Payroll to review workplace
policies for financial
inclusivity

Recommendations on
ways to improve the
policies

Continue to support
vulnerable clients with
free Reach Out services
and financial advice
Continue to offer
redundancy advice
and support

Time Frame

Responsibility

• A greater organisational understanding of where to change
policies in order to maximise financial inclusion

Ongoing

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

Deliver 750 Reach Out
consultations

• Hardship clients are provided with increased support and easy
access to available resources

Ongoing

Financial Advisers,
Money Coaches

Bespoke consultations
and plans provided as
required

• Clients are provided with advice and a plan to assist in making
informed decisions

Ongoing

Financial Advisers

• Clients are informed of the impact on superannuation and
insurance
• Clients are aware of available financial support and resources
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Stakeholder

AREA 4
Economic Participation and Status
Clients

Staff

Suppliers

Community

Future
Action

Output

Outcome

Generate quarterly
report using data from
FSI, Awareness Measure,
financial data and
demographics

Provide insight into
variables impacting
financial awareness

• Greater understanding of the factors associated with varying
levels of financial awareness, capability and wellness

Longitudinal view of
financial stress index
levels

Stakeholder

Time Frame

Responsibility

Mar 2018

Fundamentals Business
Leader, Strategic
Projects

Apr 2018

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist, Financial
Advice Team Leader

Jun 2018

Business Leaders

Ongoing

Customer Experience
Implementation
Specialist

• The ability to make informed recommendations for a positive
change to policies and factors relating to in-work poverty
• The ability to measure these changes over time

Train frontline staff on
financial issues that impact
women

Specialised staff training
program

• Increased capability for staff to proactively identify areas where
clients require support

Expand the reach of our
value proposition to external
organisations

Awareness Campaign to
external organisations

• Decrease in the overall lack of awareness, control and stress in
the workplace

Two external clients

• Increased financial resilience

Parentwise – work with
FCTG HR to implement
and evolve support for New
Parents program

Bespoke financial
plans with customised
products catering
to new parents,
particularly mothers
who often struggle with
returning to work after
maternity leave

• Ways to maximise financial situation when life circumstances
are dramatically changed and income declines

• Increased access to appropriate strategies geared to build
financial resilience
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S TAT E M E N T B Y T H E F I A P
PA RT N E R S H I P G RO U P

On behalf of the FIAP Partnership Group,
I would like to acknowledge and congratulate
Flight Centre Travel Group for your ongoing
public commitment to financial inclusion and
financial resilience.

By building capacity, awareness and greater
access to appropriate products and services,
organisations will see the social and economic
benefits in their engagement, outcomes and
prosperity of customers and employees.

Together we are embarking on a journey
to explore, learn and grow – both as a
program through this Foundation FIAP
and as Trailblazers undertaking the
important process of reducing inequalities
and promoting inclusive growth in
our communities.

The FIAP Partnership Group exists to support
the growing community of practice to identify
opportunities to better respond to financial
risks, develop meaningful actions across key
stakeholders and measure the social and
economic impact. Drawing on our individual
expertise the FIAP Partnership Group will
provide implementation, evaluation and
quality assurance support to ensure key
actions you have identified are (i) on track to
achieve the intended impact and (ii) engaging
those stakeholders in most need of support.
We are proud to be on this important journey
with Flight Centre Travel Group.

Financial hardship can impact us all, at any
stage in our lives – through the FIAP, our
hope is that every organisation will be able
to respond in time and every time to ensure
financial hardship can be identified early,
managed and overcome.

Supported by
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At the heart of the FIAP program is the
belief that together we can achieve more.
Flight Centre Travel Group joins the growing
community of organisations that understand
they play a critical role in Australia’s financial
future – together we can reduce inequalities
and realise inclusive growth for all Australians.
Sincerely,

Vinita Godinho
General Manager, Advisory
Good Shepherd Microfinance
On behalf of the FIAP
Partnership Group.

www.moneywiseglobal.com
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